
GLOBAL COMPETENCY

Global competence is a crucial upgrade if our education system is to prepare the next generation for the knowledge
economy. But what does it entail?.

Students utilize and explore existing technologies to communicate and collaborate with others, and to learn
and share new ideas and information. This helps her understand new ideas and markets that can help her build
a thriving business or excel at her job. Travel introduces students to other cultures and builds wayfinding
adaptive problem solving skills. In addition to knowledge of the world, a globally competent citizen exhibits
habits like critical thinking, rational optimism, innovation, empathy and awareness of the influences of culture
on individual behavior and world events. Students see alternative or original solutions to existing problems
and can envision the world differently from how it currently exists. As a result, it's important for students to
develop global competence in school in order to: Learn how to live well with other local, national, and
international communities. In a globally focused curriculum, students learn that the world needs them to act,
and that they can make a difference. As we become more connected, more interdependent, how do we prepare
young people for the world they will inherit? Environmental concerns, economic shifts, global poverty,
population growth, human rights and political conflict can seem intractable and overwhelming, yet they
absolutely require thoughtful action. Students effectively exchange ideas with peers and adults from different
backgrounds â€” either virtually or in person â€” and have the skills to enter new communities and spaces.
Take a big view of history. She helps the environment, helps local communities stay healthy, and builds a
thriving business by understanding how the environment ties in with international issues and finance. We don't
live in an isolated world, and our actions have consequences that reverberate throughout the world and
boomerang right back. Use resources like Big History Project to spur interdisciplinary studies. The U.
Demonstrate intercultural competence. The culture that once lived halfway around the world now lives just
down the block. Amanda is able to create a highly successful company disposing of plastic bags in India in an
eco-friendly manner. Varied perspectives and worldviews enhance our own understandings and constructs
both mental and social. Does my solution have merit for impoverished communities around the world?
Support travel. We call it place-based education â€”immersive learning experience that place students in local
heritage, cultures, landscapes, opportunities and experiences. Understand why it's vital to support corporate,
government, or nonprofit missions that drive sustainability across the world. Schools that serve diverse
populations have a gift that can be used and explored to build global competence. Inexpensive devices: Smart
phones and cheap access devices have extended access to digital learning in the U. Students regularly question
easily accessible information to seek deeper understanding and thoughtfully evaluate materials and
perspectives, rather than accepting things at face value. Young people are more likely than ever to interact
with people from different cultures while at home and on the road. For instance, it pays to learn the cultural
mindset of others, or even to learn another language. Facebook, WeChat and Edmodo facilitate groups and
individual connections. Ergo, there was no reason for anyone, students included, to be globally competent.
Global competence is a term that refers to the knowledge, skills, and other capacities used to examine,
appreciate, understand, and use local, national, and international elements to navigate the world successfully.
We see 32 important issues that students need to be investigating throughout their academic careers.
Augmented reality field trips will expand the value of local and global field trips. Appreciation of culture.
More than ever before, individual actions reach around the globe. The ability to thrive in this new and rapidly
changing environment is grounded in a globally focused curriculum. Take a big view. Cross-cultural
communication skills. Translation: Machine learning is rapidly improving online translation tools. City as
classroom.


